A Kidnapping Story: How Coxsackievirus B3 and Its Host Cell Interact
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**Abstract**
Infections with Coxsackievirus B3 and other members of the enterovirus genus are a common reason for myocarditis and sudden cardiac death in modern society. Despite intensive scientific efforts to cure enterovirus infections, there is still no standardized treatment option. The complexity of Coxsackievirus B3’s effects on the host cell make well defined studies on this topic very challenging. However, recent publications report newly found effects of CVB3’s structural and non-structural proteins on infected cells. For the first time, the viral capsid protein VP1 was shown to have direct influence on the viral life-cycle. By shortening the G0 and the G2 phase and simultaneously prolonging the G1 and G1-S phase, the translation of viral proteins is enhanced and the production of viable CVB3 particles is promoted. Coxsackievirus B3’s viroporin, protein 2B, was recently studied in more detail as well. Structural and physiological analyses identified two hydrophilic \(\alpha\)-helices in the structure of 2B, enabling it to insert into cellular membranes of host cells. As main target of 2B the endoplasmatic reticulum was identified. The insertion of 2B into the ER membranes leads to an uncontrolled calcium outflow into the cytoplasm. Additional insertion of 2B into the cell membrane leads to host cell destabilization and in the end to release of viral progeny. The importance of the Coxsackievirus B3’s proteases 2A and 3C in pathogenicity is observed since years. Recently, DAP5 and elf4G were identified as new cleavage targets for protease 2A. Cleavage of DAP-5 into DAP5-N and DAP5-C changes the gene expression of the host cell and promotes cell death. Additionally, protease 3C targets and cleaves procaspase 8 promoting the mitochondrial apoptosis pathway and cell death. Recent studies identified significant effects of CVB3 on mitochondria of infected cells. Mouse cardiomyocytes showed decreased activities of respiratory chain complexes I-III and changed transcription of important subunits of the complexes I-IV. A disrupted energy metabolism may be one of the main causes of cardiac insufficiency and death in CVB3 infected patients. In addition to a modified energy metabolism, CVB3 affects cardiac ion channels, KCNQ1 in particular. SGK1, which is an important...
mediator in KCNQ1 membrane insertions, is highly upregulated during CVB3 infections. This results in an increased insertion of KCNQ1 into the cell membrane of cardiac cells. Under stress conditions, this KCNQ1 overshoot may lead to a disturbed cardiac action potential and therefore to sudden cardiac death, as it is often observed in CVB3 infected persons.

Introduction

In modern days we progressively improve our knowledge on how the human body works and how diseases affect us and our society. In the past decades we learned to investigate and conquer severe threats like certain types of cancer, degenerative diseases, bacterial infections and parasites, but virus induced diseases are still difficult to handle and remain challenging in treatment. One reason for this might be the immense diversity in which viruses appear. Viruses appear in all kinds of shapes and ways to infect the human body, which means that there is not just one treatment to cure all of the effects they have on us. Another difficulty in treating virus induced illnesses is the variety of tissues a virus can infect and use for its replication. In the case of the Coxsackievirus genus, it is known that several organs can be affected after infection, for example the gut, heart, pancreas and the neuronal system [1, 2], which can lead to severe organ damage and even death. In the case of Coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3), it was suggested that this virus in most cases is responsible for viral myocarditis, resulting in sudden cardiac death in our modern society. However, the molecular mechanism for this is still insufficiently studied [3]. Although there were approaches to study CVB3 infections in murine models, it is hard to transfer the findings of these studies to humans because of structural and physiological differences between mouse and human tissues. Therefore it would be preferable to investigate the disease on human samples of infected patients like it is done in cancer research or other fields. The problem of doing so, is that CVB3 infections often remain undetected for a long time and only become pathological, when the infection becomes chronic and severe. At this point, an adequate treatment is impossible, and the time for early stage infection observation was long missed [4]. Nevertheless, recently a few research groups were able to observe pathologic effects of CVB3 in human systems.

CVB3 pathogenicity

The Coxsackievirus B3 genome codes for four structural and 7 non-structural proteins enabling the virus to take over the host cell, start viral replication and promote cell lysis. Coxsackieviridae belong to the enterovirus genus and to the family of picornaviridae. Within this species Coxsackievirus Type A with 23 different serotypes and Coxsackievirus type B with 6 different serotypes can be distinguished. Infection with Coxsackievirus B3 is the most common reason for viral myocarditis and sudden cardiac death, within the enterovirus genus, with a very malicious disease pattern [5]. Shortly after infection with CVB3 particles, mostly abundant in feces and the intestinal tract, flu-like symptoms appear including fever, sore throat, gastroenteritis and diarrhea. In some cases the acute CVB3 infection can turn into a chronic disease with several different outcomes, depending on the organ that gets infected. Main targets of CVB3 are the heart, resulting in myocarditis, pericarditis and sudden cardiac death and the pancreas, leading to pancreatitis and diabetes-like symptoms [6]. Regarding the infection of the heart, myocarditis and dilated cardiomyopathy are the most common effects of a CVB3 infection [3]. The appearances of this clinical outcome were long-time observed, but the underlying cause for viral-induced myocardial inflammation and infarction was unknown. To understand the pathology of CVB3 one has to have a closer look on the virus structure.

CVB3’s genetic information is stored in a small, 7.4Kb long ssRNA, which codes for the structural proteins VP1-VP4 and for 7 non-structural proteins 2A-2C and 3A-3D, as well as for their precursor dimers 2BC, 3AB and 3CD [3]. The translation of the ssRNA into
Functional proteins leads to a single polypeptide in the first step, which is then cleaved by proteases into the single viral proteins. The structural proteins are destined to assemble together in the right manner, to form the virus capsid, whereas the non-structural proteins have the synergetic objective to ensure the production of viral RNA by the host cell and to enable the lysis of cell membranes to release assembled CVB3 particles into the extracellular space (Fig. 1) [6]. This host-cell lysis and cell death can be distinguished into two types which are both induced by CVB3 and other picornaviruses [7]. The first type of cell death is the general apoptosis. The binding of FasL, TNF or TRAIL to the cell death receptors leads to the activation of DISC and to caspase 8 recruitment. Caspase 8 is able to trigger the activation of caspase 3 which leads to DNA fragmentation in the nucleus. Alternatively, caspase 8 activates Bid, which accumulates in the mitochondria and which leads to the release of cytochrome c (CYT c) out of the resulting apoptosome, thus activating caspase 9 and caspase 3 [8]. The second type of cell death, which also plays a crucial role in CVB3 infection is autophagy. Autophagy is characterized by the production of autophagosomes, small membrane clusters or vesicles, which are digested by the host-cell itself. Over time the cell will devour itself and in consequence release viral progeny from the dying cell into the extracellular space which leads to the infection of surrounding tissue [9].

It is commonly suspected that the non-structural CVB3 proteins 2A-3D are responsible for the majority of the pathologic effects which can be observed in infected tissue. The non-structural proteins and their precursors have very diverse, but specialized tasks within the host cell. Two of the most important non-structural proteins, when it comes to pathology, are the viral proteases 2A and 3C. These two proteins are responsible for cleavage of the immature viral polyprotein, as well as for the disruption of homeostasis, translation and the cytoskeletal integrity [10]. Protein 2B is associated with the cellular membrane and regulates the production of virus-containing membrane vesicles. Similar to this the proteins 2C and its membrane associated precursor 2BC aid production of membrane vesicles in virus replication. The viral polymerase 3D, together with the proteins 3A and 3AB, act as viral replication complex to allow the production of viral RNA. Protein 3B, also called VPg, plays an important role in viral replication as well. It binds to the 5' end of the viral genome and acts as a primer for the viral polymerase to start translation. Without the VPg initiator, the viral replication could not take place and no viral progeny would be produced. The role of the
structural proteins VP1-VP4 in the manipulation of the host cell or in the replication of the virus itself is almost unknown, but there is some evidence, that the structural proteins play a crucial role within these processes, too [8].

For a long time, knowledge on the replication cycle and the pathogenesis of CVB3 in the human host or in model organisms like mouse was sparse. It was assumed that viral infection and replication generally works via viral docking to the host-cell membrane, uptake of genetic information and self-replication with the help of the host-cells replication apparatus. But as many recent studies show, the scenario is more complex. Viral proteins, non-structural and supposedly structural proteins as well, play a crucial role in viral infectivity and self-replication. This renders the viral life cycle more complex and laborious to study.

The role of VP1 in the disruption of the cell homeostasis and cell cycle

The viral capsid protein VP1 modulates the cell cycle of the host cell promoting the successful expression of viral proteins and thereby leads to enhanced production of viral progeny.

As a recent target of investigation the structural protein VP1 came into focus, because it seems to play a key role in the CVB3’s life-cycle, contrary to early assumptions that it is just a part of the viral protein shell. Back in the early 1990’s, a Harvard Medical School research team showed a potential effect of the VP1 capsid protein in on Polyomavirus viral transport and nuclear localization. In their study they were able to demonstrate for the first time that there is a functional localization sequence encoded in the VP1 protein, which enables the VP1 protein to be transported to the cell’s nucleus. They designed several VP1-β-galactosidase fusion proteins and detected their distribution within VERO cells. By screening several fusion proteins containing different sequences of the VP1 protein, Moreland et al. could pinpoint a specific sequence within the VP1 protein, the MAPKRK sequence, which leads to the accumulation of VP1 around the cell’s nucleus, where it probably has some effect on viral formation or cell homeostasis. But the exact function of VP1 remained unclear [11].
Since this study, only small effort was put into the observation of viral capsid proteins in the viral life-cycle until 2012, when a team around Abaitua et al. from the Imperial College London observed the effect of the capsid protein VP1-2 of Herpesvirus [12]. They identified a small sequence in the VP1-2 protein at position 475, leading to the nuclear localization of Herpesvirus VP1-2 in host cells. This sequence was found to be highly conserved in all Herpesviruses and thus must play a crucial role in the virus life-cycle. By creating a small mutation in which just 7 amino acids were replaced within this nuclear localization sequence, the VP1-2 protein was not able to accumulate close to the host-cell’s nucleus. To verify the role of VP1-2 in the Herpesvirus life-cycle, Abaitua et al. generated a mutant virus line, VP1-2ΔNLS, containing the aforementioned 7 amino acid mutation of VP1-2 and visualized differences in the viral spread and plaque formation [12].

The wild type virus was able to infect several cell lines, like VERO cells and HS30, and replicate within them. This led to expected viral plaques within the cell monolayer and a wide spread of the virus. The mutant virus VP1-2ΔNLS was only able to infect complementing cell lines like HS30, while non-complementary ones like VERO cells were unaffected, not showing any viral plaques. This finding leads to the conclusion that the Herpes virus VP1-2 capsid protein plays a role in viral replication and host-cell infection. By observing the localization of the VP1-2 protein in immunofluorescence and in electron microscopy, the team of Abaitua et al. found a high abundance of VP1-2 containing viral capsids and protein fragments in close proximity to the nuclear envelope of the host cells, while cells infected with the virus strain VP1-2ΔNLS showed an accumulation of VP1-2 containing capsids around the microtubule organizing center (MTOC). The authors concluded that the Herpesvirus VP1-2 protein is required for successful viral transport of the virus to the host-cell’s nucleus and probably aids infection as well. VP1-2 with mutations affecting localization in proximity and correct transport leads to the accumulation at the MTOC, proving that the NLS is actively influencing the nuclear transport of VP1-2 and probably VP1 proteins of other viruses like CVB3 [12].

Regarding the findings of the two groups mentioned before, there is reason to imply that the VP1 capsid protein of CVB3 may be relevant for the life-cycle of CVB3 as well and is not only a viral capsid protein without further functions. Wang et al. addressed this question in 2012 and performed a study on the VP1 protein of CVB3 and its part in viral infection [13]. Wang et al. first transfected HeLa cells with a plasmid expressing the VP1-GFP CVB3 protein and checked for the localization of VP1 in the transfected cells. The VP1 was highly abundant around and in the nuclei of the transfected cells, indicating a specific function of VP1 in this compartment of the cell. To verify this result, clones containing different subsequences of the VP1 protein were generated and transfected into a new set of HeLa cells to check, if a specific region of the VP1 protein is responsible for the perinuclear localization of VP1. The experiment resulted in the detection of a potential nuclear localization sequence (NLS) close to the C-Terminal end of VP1 between amino acid 213 and 275. To localize the responsible element of the nuclear distribution, amino acids within this range were mutated randomly and analyzed for their influence on nuclear localization. The His220Thr amino acid change led to a loss in nuclear localization indicating the necessity of this amino acid for the NLS. Instead of a nuclear localization, the mutant His220Thr localized in a dotted pattern around the nucleus. The screening of different VP1 subsequences transfected into HeLa cells indicated a second sequence responsible for the dotted distribution between Ala72 and Phe106 of the VP1 protein. To explore the role of the VP1 protein in the life-cycle of CVB3, Wang et al. transfected HeLa cells with the wtVP1 and the His220Thr Mutant VP1. They demonstrated that, after 48h of expression, the wtVP1 transfected cells showed a highly prolonged S-Phase and a significantly shorter G2-M Phase. The cells transfected with the His220Thr mutant VP1 showed a milder S-Phase shortening compared to the VP1 expressing group and a normal G2-M Phase (Fig. 2) [13].

This finding proves that the presence and nuclear localization of CVB3-VP1 has a strong effect on the cell cycle of the host cell, which probably also plays a role in the pathogenicity of CVB3 itself. Previous studies imply that CVB3 infected cells produce more viral protein in their
G1 and G1-S phase, the phase in which the cell grows and reproduces cellular organelles, while viral expression is significantly lower in cells observed in G0 and in G2 phase. A shortening of G2, as verified in this study may lead to a higher production of viral proteins by the host cell resulting in higher reproduction of CVB3 [14, 15]. Furthermore, the VP1 protein of Coxsackievirus B3 is reported to have an impact on GM130, the golgi matrix protein 180, and pancreatic tissue, leading to pancreatitic phenotypes in mouse models [2]. The roles of the other CVB3 capsid proteins VP2-VP4 are still largely unknown.

**CVB3 non-structural proteins and their complex mechanisms**

The role of non-structural proteins in disease development and several general issues of Coxsackievirus infection are mainly solved. However, many questions are still not answered, especially when it comes to the interactions between several non-structural proteins with each other and their interaction with the host cell. The mechanism of viral infection and disease with all its side effects and involved members is so complex, that it is hard to pinpoint a protein or a set of interaction partners for investigation, so that a mechanism of Coxsackievirus infection can be understood completely. The available data leave open questions, which can only be solved by new investigations. Still, recent research faced this challenge and is emerging a general picture of CVB3 infections.

**Viroporin 2B is membrane associated and leads to autophagy and changed calcium homeostasis**

The viroporin 2B, with its hydrophobic α-helices, accumulates in the membranes of the endoplasmatic reticulum, which changes the calcium homeostasis of infected cells and promotes autophagy.

CVB3 and its non-structural proteins are seen as the main drivers of cell death and viral replication in which each of the CVB3 proteins plays an important role, from cell cycle regulation and viral replication to apoptosis. Therefore, every non-structural protein fulfills several tasks inside of the host cell, which is necessary due to the narrow genome of CVB3. The role of some CVB3 proteins is understood since long-time, as the role of 3D as viral polymerase of VPg as translation initiation factor. Relatively unknown was the role of the protein 2B.

It was found that in host cells CVB3-2B is localized mostly within cellular membranes, especially in the membranes of the Golgi apparatus and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) [16-19]. The membrane localization of Protein 2B is caused by the specific structure of this protein. 2B consists of two hydrophobic α-helices connected with a short linker sequence. (Fig. 3) The first α-helix is an amphipathic α-helix and reaches from aa37-54. The second α-helix is a complete hydrophobic region reaching from aa63-80 [9]. The α-helices enable the 2B protein to integrate into the membrane of cell organelles like the Golgi apparatus and the ER and disrupt the membrane integrity. Already in 1995, van Kuppeveld investigated the 2B protein of CVB3, especially the C-terminal hydrophobic region. In this study, van Kuppeveld generated several single or double mutants of the 2B protein, causing altered hydrophobicity of the protein, but these mutated proteins still allowed the production of viable CVB3 virus particles associated with similar hydrophobicity. When a double mutation was inserted into the 2B protein, as it was done for the four mutants S77M/C75M/I64S/V66S, the hydrophobicity of the 2B protein was changed more significantly compared to the single mutations and led to the production of nonviable virus particles. All over, the 2B mutations had no effect on the production and processing of the viral polyprotein. They rather had a negative effect on the viral RNA synthesis. This effect is probably based on incorrect membrane insertion of 2B followed by a disrupted vesicle formation required for viral replication [18]. Later, van Kuppeveld extended their study and showed that mutants
with changed amphipathicity or less cationic residues in the hydrophilic part of the α-helix caused the production of non-viable virus particles. This finding suggests that not only the hydrophobicity, but also the charge of the 2B Protein is necessary for the production of viable virus particles [18].

In 1997 van Kuppeveld observed the effect of 2B on the ER of HeLa cells. The cells were either transfected with a cDNA Plasmid pCVB3/T7, containing the whole CVB3 genome, or with the single 2B protein alone. Cells transfected with pCVB3/T7 showed the typical viroid formation together with the expected reactions of the host cell, as vesicle formation, loss of membrane integrity and changes of intracellular calcium levels. Transfection with the 2B protein alone was sufficient to induce vesicle formation and a change in calcium levels. Immunostaining proved that cells expressing 2B protein also showed elevated cytoplasmatic calcium concentrations. So it was proven that protein 2B alone induces changes in calcium homeostasis. Due to 2B’s ability to integrate into membranes and the fact that calcium is elevated in infected host cells it is reasonable to suspect, that changes in ER function and the loss of its membrane integrity may be the main

Fig. 3. Viroporin 2B is membrane associated and leads to autophagy and changed calcium homeostasis. A: Viroporin 2B (CVB32B) inserts into cellular membranes of the host-cell and destabilizes the membrane integrity. This leads to uncontrolled release of calcium and other ions from cell organelles. B: 3D Model of Viroporin 2B. C: Model of membrane insertion of 2B. Shown is exemplary the insertion of a 2B single protein. D: Membrane insertion of 2B under realistic conditions. 2B forms tetramers in the host-cell membrane to maximize membrane destabilization and to enhance uncontrolled ion flow into the cytoplasm.

2B sequence: GVKDYVEQLGNAFGSGFTNQICEQVNLKESLVGQDSILEKSLKALVII SALVIVVRHHDLITVTATLALIGCTSSPWRWLQKVSQYYGIPMAERQ
effect of 2B. To prove this point van Kuppeveld performed experiments on cells treated with thapsigargin, which is a strong inhibitor of the ER calcium ATPase (SERCA) [20]. Cells infected with CVB3 or with 2B alone showed a decrease in ER calcium levels in comparison to MOCK (control) transfected cells proving the point that 2B is targeting the ER to disrupt the cells calcium homeostasis. The increased cytosolic Ca2+ aids viral release out of the host cell [21]. Thus it was shown that 2B and elevated extracellular calcium levels increase the release of viral particles and support the dispersion of CVB3 in the host tissue. As a second target of 2B the Golgi apparatus was identified by de Jong (2003). By using fluorescence labeled 2B protein and the generation of several 2B mutants containing different motifs of the hydrophobic region 1 (HR1) and hydrophobic region 2 (HR2) of 2B it was found that both regions together are responsible for membrane association and correct biological activity, as well as for efficient Golgi targeting. By inserting itself within Golgi membranes under formation of a CVB3-2B tetramer, the membrane of the Golgi gets destabilized. This causes another efflux of calcium out of the Golgi apparatus into the cytoplasm and somehow induces the production of vesicles from the Golgi membrane. In many infected cells the Golgi apparatus is almost used up by the virus for vesicle formation which are abused as membrane associated replication complexes for the virus [22].

The origin of the vesicles formed by 2B is autophagosomal as the study of Wu et al. (2016) indicates. This research team found that the expression of 2B alone is producing vesicles in HeLa cells bearing the autophagosomal marker LCIII, revealing that 2B is manipulating the autophagy of the cell to produce replication complexes for virus production [9]. Using a mutant library of 2B, the necessary motif for vesicle formation was identified. The conclusion was that parts of HR1 and HR2 are necessary for autophagosome formation, at least 2B aa106-249, but that the complete hydrophobic regions are required for efficient autophagy. Furthermore by directed mutagenesis, an amino acid was identified, which is crucial for the autophagosomal activity of 2B. The V56 which is located in the hydrophilic linker between the two hydrophobic regions seems to be important for the formation of 2B’s hairpin structure and so its ability to insert itself into the membranes of the ER or the Golgi. All generated mutants with amino acid changes in the hairpin loop were able to produce autophagosomes, except for V56A, where valine was changed to alanine, which lacked the ability to form autophagosomes [9]. So the amino acid composition of the linker is important for the correct structure and function of 2B, so that it can fulfill its role in the viral life-cycle. The activity of 2B in the host cell surely does not stay unrecognized and subsequently the cell reacts stressed. Just recently the group of Zhang et al. found the connection between endoplasmatic reticulum stress and progressing viral myocarditis. In an extensive mouse study it could be shown that the reduction of endoplasmatic reticulum stress by tauroursodeoxycholic acid (TUDCA) [23-25]. In conclusion endoplasmatic reticulum stress may be one of the major reasons for cell death and following fibrosis in CVB3 infected cardiac tissue. The endoplasmatic reticulum stress and the cell death leads to the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines like IL-6, IL-12, MCP-1 and IP-10 and to the migration of responding macrophages into infected tissues. The macrophages significantly elevate inflammation leading to an increased myocarditis by secreting TNF-α and IL-6 [26]. The endoplasmatic reticulum stress inhibitor TUDCA lowers the levels of the secreted stress Cytokines IL-6, IL-12, MCP-1 and IP-10 significantly and reduces the amount of migrated macrophages, which could become relevant in CVB3 therapy [27].

**Proteases 2A and 3C play important roles in viral life cycle and host cell manipulation**

The proteases 2A and 3C increase expression of Bax and p53 and decrease the level of Bcl-2, destabilizing cellular homeostasis and leading to cell death.

The most studied and assumed most responsible proteins for pathologic effects in viral myocarditis are viral proteases. Viral proteases are enzymes encoded by the viral genome which are responsible for the cleavage of the viral polyprotein into functional single proteins,
as well as for the cleavage of host cell proteins for various purposes. These purposes can be the shutdown of host cell translation, destabilization of cellular organelles, disturbance of physiological functions and more. Coxsackievirus B3 is coding for 2 proteases within its 7.4kb long genome. These proteases are known as proteins 2A and 3C and are key players of the viral life-cycle. In the case of CVB3, especially the protein 2A protease was extensively studied.

The CVB3 proteases are known to have many effects on the host cell, including proteolysis and mitochondrial degradation. The most striking effect by 2A is the production of stress granules (SG) by the infected cell [28]. Stress granules are seen as granular aggregates produced by a cell when it gets exposed to environmental stress like hypoxia, radiation, heat shock or endoplasmatic reticulum stress [29]. Various types of viral infections are known to induce the production of stress granules such as respiratory syncytical virus, mammalian orthoere virus, hepatitis C virus and Coxsackievirus B3. SG’s induced by environmental stress contain a variety of cellular components e.g. silent mRNA, eukaryotic translation factors as elF4E, elF4G, elF4A, elF4B, elF3, elF2, RNA binding proteins, PABP1, ELAV, Hu protein HUR, polysomal ribonuclease 1 PMR-1, TTP, T-cell-restricted intracellular antigen 1 TIA1, TIA-1-related protein TIAR, FMRP and Ras-Gap SH3-binding protein G3BP1. These components can act as markers for stress granules. Commonly used as markers in research are HuR, TIA1, and G3BP1 [30]. Stress granules induced by viruses like CVB3 differ in the containment of factors from SG’s induced by environmental stress. Viral SG’s, and especially picornavirus SG’s, contain several components not colocating with normal SG’s like Sam68 and SRp20, factors known to be involved in mRNA binding, and splicing [31, 32]. The formation of stress granules is linked closely to the phosphorylation of eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2a (elF2a). If elF2a gets phosphorylated, less elF2-GTP-tRNAiMet, a ternary complex which joins with tRNAmet at the 43S preinitiation complex, is available. This results in a decreased mRNA translation and therewith leads to an untranslated mRNA overshoot in the cell. The futile mRNA is transported into plasmic foci, the so called stress granules. The mRNA transport to the SG’s is mediated by the proteins TIA-1 and TIAR [33]. An infection with Coxsackievirus B3 and other members of the Enterovirus genus leads to the production of stress granules as well. In a study from 2014 by Wu et al. the process of SG formation in enterovirus infections was observed. They showed that the SG marker T1A1 localized in granules induced after CVB3 infection of HeLa cells, showing that CVB3 is a potent agent for SG formation. To identify which of CVB3’s proteins affect the generation of SG’s, HeLa and Vero cells were co-transfected with pm-Cherry-Hur and a respective plasmid coding for EGFP-tagged CVB3 protein VP1; VP4-3; 2A; 2B; 2C; 3A; 3B; 3C and 3D. Only in cells transfected with CVB3-2A, mCherry-HuR was translocated from the nucleus to the cytoplasm and accumulated in granular structures [34]. In mutant 2A G122E almost no SG’s occurred. The western blot in which lysates of the transfected HeLa cells were analyzed indicated, that only the mutant 2A G122E showed reduced proteolytic activity concerning elF4G cleavage. Thus it was proven that SG formation is due to CVB3 2A alone [30]. If this stress granule formation is a direct result of 2A’s proteolytic activity or if it is a secondary effect of the host cell reacting on 2A-cleavage of proteins was still unclear. A recent study suggests an antiviral effect of stress granules in early stages of viral infection. Zhai et al. showed that CVB3 infection does not alter the effect of NaAs (Sodium Arsenite) alone [35, 36]. NaAs is a potent agent for stress granule formation in human cells. Western blot analysis showed that the amount of phosphorylated elF2A is significantly elevated in cells treated with NaAs before CVB3 infection, whereas the production of viral proteins showed the exact opposite picture. It seems as if the formation of SG’s in early stage of viral infection lowers the amount of viral proteins, and therewith slows the viral life-cycle [36]. Thus, SG formation may be a host cell reaction to limit viral infection and increase the chance of survival.
2A and DAP5

Protease 2A cleaves the host cell proteins elf4G and DAP5 leading to changes in translation and cell death, whereas protease 3C cleaves procaspase 8 and induces mitochondrial apoptosis pathway. As mentioned before CVB3 protein 2A fulfills several distinct tasks within the host cell. As protease it is responsible for cleavage of several host cell proteins. These cleavage targets include translation initiation factors like elf4G and DAP5 which are responsible for the cap-dependent and IRES-dependent translation of host-cell proteins. Elf4G and DAP5 are homologues of which elf4G is responsible for the cap-dependent translation and DAP5 for the IRES-dependent translation in cells. DAP5 is mainly active in early development, in cell cycle regulation and under ER-stress conditions and enhances the expression of stress proteins like Bcl-2, p53, XIAP, CDK1, c-Myc and others [37]. For this reason DAP5 and elf4G may represent interesting targets for investigation in ER-Stress of CVB3 infection. Viral proteases are responsible for the cleavage of DAP5 and elf4G and so lead to changes in translation and cell death [7, 38]. However, the exact mechanism of translation factor cleavage was poorly explored until Hanson et al. showed that endogenous DAP5 was cleaved after 48 hours post infection (hpi) only by protease 2A but not by 3C. The factor elf4G was cleaved by 2A even faster, after 24hpi, compared to DAP5 indicating that elf4G is the main agent for cleavage in early phase of CVB3 infection, but that DAP5 gets important in the later stages of infection. The DAP5 cleavage site was localized at glycine 434. After cleavage of DAP5 by CVB3 2A the resulting DAP5-N terminus was accumulated in the nucleus, probably modifying protein synthesis of the host-cell. Samples transfected with DAP5-N showed a 2.5-fold higher translation of VP1 capsid protein compared to samples transfected with DAP5-C. So it was proven that the cleavage product DAP5-N supports replication of CVB3 in the host-cell nucleus. Knock-down of wtDAP5 reduced the amount of produced viral particles in infected HeLa cells by 80% which proves the central importance of DAP5 in the viral replication process [39]. Overexpression of DAP5-N and wtDAP5 showed increased expression of p53 and Bcl-2 whereas DAP5- C led to increase in p53 and decrease in Bcl-2. The emerging imbalance generated by an overshoot of p53 and a lack in Bcl-2 surely induces the apoptosis of infected cells and supports the release of viral progeny, and less Bcl-2 means a weakened viability of cells, respectively [23] (Fig. 4).

Negative effects on cell viability under the influence of proteases 2A and 3C was also shown in a study by Chau et al. in 2007 [7]. Plasmids encoding proteases 2A and 3C, pCl-neo2A and pCl-neo3C, were generated and transfected into HeLa cells. Cells transfected with pCl-neo2A showed cell detachment and shrinkage after 24h after transfection. The same phenotype was seen after transfection with pCl-neo3C after 48h, therefore 24h slower than for pCl-neo2A. Additionally, a cleavage of procaspase 3 was verified in both conditions, indicating the activation of the caspase 3 dependent apoptosis in transfected cells. After 96 hours almost all cells detached and underwent apoptosis. Caspase 3 activation was further verified by proving the cleavage of PARP, a target protein of caspase 3, which is associated with DNA repair [7]. Caspase 3 can either be activated by proteolytic function of enzymes like 2A and 3C, or by mitochondria-mediated cell death pathway [7, 8]. Transfections of either protease 2A or protease 3C caused elevated cytochrome c (CYT c) release, indicating that the mitochondrial cell death pathway is involved in CVB3 infection. The role of each protease was further investigated. Cells transfected with protease 3C showed an increased amount of cleaved procaspase 8 whereas cells transfected with 2A did show just a slight increase in cleaved procaspase 8 in the early phase after transfection. Procaspase 8 induces direct mitochondrial injury which explains the increased cytochrome c concentration in cells under influence of 3C and maybe 2A. An important key player for mitochondrial injury and following apoptosis is the protein Bax and its counterpart Bcl-2. Bax leads to direct cytochrome c release out of the mitochondria, while Bcl-2 shows strong anti-apoptotic function. So the influence of 2A and 3C on these mediators was investigated. While expression of Bcl-2 was not changed, the expression of Bax increased significantly in 3C transfected cells. In comparison, cells transfected with 2A showed just a mildly increased level of
Bax 72 hours post transfection. The resulting imbalance of Bax and Bcl-2 may contribute to apoptotic function of protease 2A and 3C of CVB3.

**CVB3 and its interactions with mitochondria**

In a murine model it was shown, that CVB3 impacts mitochondrial respiratory chain and the energy metabolism of cardiomyocytes. An additional imbalance of Drp1 and Fis1 leads to increased mitochondrial fission and cell death.
The mitochondrial respiratory chain, which is carried out by the complexes I-V located in the inner mitochondrial membrane, is the main mechanism for cellular energy carrier production. Its ability to produce cellular ATP via glycolysis and β-oxidation of lipids provides large amounts of energy equivalents to allow for cellular homeostasis and performance.

Electron donors, as NADH or FADH2, are oxidized in the mitochondrial complexes I and II, providing electrons and protons for the generation of ATP via the respiratory chain. At complex I, NADH gets oxidized to NAD+ + H+ and e-. Protons get pumped out of the inner mitochondrial space by complex I into the cytoplasm. Electrons derived from the cleavage of NADH are transferred to ubiquinone, which acts as a proton acceptor and gets reduced to ubiquinol. Alternatively, electrons are also delivered by complex II by oxidizing succinate to furamate using FADH2 as oxidant. Each involved succinate provides two electrons to the electron transport chain. The released protons of FADH2 get transported out of the mitochondrial matrix by complex III. Subsequently, ubiquinone delivers its bound electrons via complex III to cytochrome c. An iron atom in cytochrome c gets reduced from Fe3+ to Fe2+ and carries electrons to complex IV. The electrons are used to generate water molecules from O2 and remaining H+. An H+ surplus can also be compensated by complex IV pumping the protons out into the cytoplasm [40]. The increased protonation of the cytoplasm in proximity to the mitochondrial membrane is subsequently used by complex V, the ATP-synthase, to generate ATP. Protons located in the cytoplasm are transported through the ATP-synthase into the mitochondrial matrix. This proton flow drives the continuous 360° rotation of the F0 subunit, the membrane associated subunit of the ATP-synthase. This rotation is permanently opening and closing catalytic sites in the ATP-synthase F1 subunit where ADP and Pi can bind. So ATP is generated, enabling correct cell function (Fig. 5) [41].

Viruses, including CVB3, are known to interact with the mitochondrial respiratory chain in various ways. As mentioned before, proteases 2A and 3C induce mitochondrial dependent apoptosis and actively induce cell death. But host cells have the ability to counteract CVB3 infection using its mitochondria. In a study by Ebermann et al., two mouse lines were used to investigate the replication of CVB3 by subsequently monitoring the mitochondrial activity. The first mouse line used was C57BL/6, a mouse line known to be resistant to chronic CVB3 infections. The second mouse line was A.SW/SnJ, which easily develops chronic outcomes of CVB3 when infected. The differences in mitochondrial activities and viral titers were assessed. The activity of the first four complexes of the mitochondrial respiratory chain (RC) was measured after the isolation of mitochondria from hearts of CVB3 infected C57BL/6 and A.SW/SnJ mice. The measurement was done spectrometrically by measuring the usage of the specific substrate of each RC complex over time. CVB3 infected A.SW/SnJ mice showed restricted activity of the measured RC complexes I-IV by an average of 16%. The infected C57BL/6 mice, which show a functional immune response to CVB3 show a more complex mitochondrial reaction. The activity of complex II was restricted by 12.9% whereas the activity of complex I and III was elevated by 21.7% and 44.0%. The activity of complex IV stayed almost unchanged. These findings correlate with results of mass spectrometry analyses of the whole cell proteome of infected mice of both lines. In this experiments, the proteome of C57BL/6 and A.SW/SnJ cardiac tissue was compared to each other. The results showed that SDHC (succinate dehydrogenase unit C), a core unit of complex II, was downregulated in C57BL/6, which could explain the decreased activity of complex II in the complex activity measurements. For complex I several proteins were upregulated including NDUFA1, NDUFA2, NDUFS4, which are known to have significant impact on the complex I activity. Upregulation of these and other parts of complex I can explain the increase of complex I activity measured in the experiment. Downregulation of complex III proteins was observed (3/11 proteins were decreased) upon CVB3 expression in C57BL/6 mice. One of the downregulated complex III proteins was the core unit UQCR10 which directly interacts with cytochrome c1 and which is a key player in the electron transport. Downregulation of UQCR10 should lead to a decreased activity of complex III, which is in contrast to the observed activity of complex III in CVB3 infected cells of C57BL/6 mice. A compensatory effect against the virus-induced change in protein expression may thus
be present. Only two out of 13 complex IV proteins were downregulated (COX7A2L and COX7A1) [42], which did not result in changed complex IV activity of CVB3 infected C57BL/6 mice. The elevated activities of complex I and complex III may be very important for the pathology of CVB3 infections. Elevated activity of complex I and complex III are reported to enhance oxidative stress in affected cells by generation of ROS within the mitochondria [43]. Indeed, the upregulation of SOD2 and downregulation of cytosolic catalase in C57BL/6 was detected and support the accumulation of ROS in affected tissue and induce oxidative stress, subsequently leading to tissue damage due to mitochondrial apoptosis. Elevated levels of the oxidative stress marker LPO in C57BL/6 tissue verified increased oxidative stress levels in infected cells [44]. The resultant mitochondrial apoptosis was associated with increased expression of Bax, Bcl-2 and caspase 3 in cardiac tissue of C57BL/6 mice, indicating strongly activated mitochondrial apoptosis as defense mechanism of infected cells against CVB3. TUNEL stains of C57BL/6 mouse tissue showed apoptotic cells within the tissue while tissue of A/sw/SnJ mice stayed unaffected. All these findings support the hypothesis that the mitochondrial RC in cardiomyocytes is changed in acute CVB3 infections, not only due to viral effects but also as a defense mechanism of the host cell against viral replication.

Fig. 5. Effect of CVB3 on mitochondria. Expression of CVB3 genome in murine cardiac tissue results in tissue damage. Besides damage in contractile tissue the mitochondria tend to retain a rounded phenotype (upper picture, EM graph at 10.300x magnification). Besides structural effects on the mitochondria, the mitochondrial respiratory chain is affected by CVB3 (lower panel). The first four complexes of the respiratory chain (I-IV) build up a proton gradient in the across the inner mitochondrial membrane and transport free electrons over ubiquinone and cytochrome c along the membrane. Complex V, the ATP-Synthase, uses the proton gradient to generate ATP by shuttling protons back into the mitochondrial matrix.
The chronic outcome of CVB3 infections is still quite unclear. Chronic effects could only be observed in A.SW/SnJ mice because all infected C57BL/6 mice recovered from CVB3 without a chronological outcome due to a sufficient immune response. A.SW/SnJ mice were tested for pathologic effects of CVB3 after 90 days of infection. After this extended period, the activity of complex I was still restricted to around 80% of normal activity, while the activity of all the other complexes returned to normal levels. A plaque-forming assay showed no further propagation of CVB3, but an immune response was detectable, indicated by still elevated levels of Bax (+133, 1%) and Bcl-2 (+145.1%). Other proteins indicating oxidative stress or mitochondrial apoptosis were not changed in expression anymore [42]. Thus, the chronic murine model of CVB3 infection leaves several questions unsolved. A transcriptomics study of Xu et al. 2011 shows that CVB3 markedly changes the host cell metabolism and especially in the respiratory chain of infected mice [45]. Infected Balb/c mice hearts were observed 104 days after CVB3 infection for ongoing immunological and viral effects. Despite the increased heart volume as result of ongoing fibrosis, the hearts contained significantly higher levels of collagen and showed a strongly reduced cardiac output. The transcriptome of CVB3 infected hearts with chronic outcome showed widely decreased transcription of genes encoding mitochondrial proteins, especially of proteins belonging to complex I and complex IV of the RC [45]. While no functional data were generated in this study, the transcriptomics show that CVB3 is changing the metabolism of a host cell in the chronic outcome over a long period of time as well. This leads to severe pathological effects like cardiac cell death and cardiomyopathy due to cell starvation or dysregulatory effects which are commonly observed [46].

The influence of CVB3 on mitochondria may not be regarded solely as negative, but could point to a possible target for a CVB3 therapy. As discussed before, a functional immune response, as well as a shift in the RC of the host cell to fight the viral infection of CVB3, seems to be crucial for sufficient recovery. If there was a possibility to allow the cell to fulfill these tasks without transit towards mitochondrial apoptosis, leading to cell death and fibrosis in the heart tissue, patients may be able to fight CVB3 and other enterovirus infections without permanent late-effects [47]. A suitable target for this kind of therapy seems to be the dynamin related protein 1 (Drp1) [48]. A study by Lin et al. from 2017 observed the interaction of Drp1 and its antagonist the mitochondrial fission protein 1 (Fis1). It was already known that the equilibrium Drp1 and Fis1 is responsible for correct mitochondrial fission and fusion processes. An imbalance between these two proteins leads to increased mitochondrial fission or uncontrolled fusion, changing the efficiency of the mitochondrial RC [49]. In a normal state, Drp1 is localized in the cytoplasm and gets recruited to the mitochondria by conformational changes in the GTPase cycle. The resulting delocalization of Drp1 leads to mitochondrial fragmentation. In CVB3 infected mouse hearts Drp1 is relocated from the cytoplasm to the mitochondria inducing mitochondrial fragmentation. Furthermore, the basal expression of Drp1 increased by 3.2-fold resulting in an even stronger effect on the mitochondria. The associated Fis1 is upregulated by 1.5-fold and the GTPase Mfn1 is downregulated by 0.7-fold reducing the ability of the cell to fuse mitochondria in the correct way. Knowing that, Drp1 seems to have major impact in mitochondrial destruction in CVB3 infection. A selective inhibition of Drp1 might be a sufficient approach to stop further pathologic effects. In line with this hypothesis the selective Drp1 inhibitor mdivi-1 was used on CVB3 infected mice for 14 days. Mice treated with mdivi-1 recovered from their weight losses, which were caused by the viral infection. TUNEL staining showed a decrease in apoptotic cells under mdivi-1 treatment which was around 2-fold higher in the untreated group. Serum levels of cTNI and CK-MB, which are indicators for cardiac cell death, decreased significantly in mdivi-1 treated mice, and the activities of COX (Cytochrome c oxidase) and SDH (Succinate dehydrogenase) in the mitochondria were higher than in mdivi-1 untreated mice [48]. Although the activities of COX and SDH did not reach the level of healthy, CVB3 uninfected cells. But even if the treatment with mdivi-1 is not inhibiting all viral effects, it improved the viability of the treated mice and eased the pathological effects of CVB3, giving hope for a sufficient treatment in the close future.
The impact of CVB3 on cardiac ion channels and contractility

CVB3 infection increases SGK1 expression, which in turn promotes insertion of KCNQ1-channels into the cellular membrane. This phenotype could result in arrhythmias and sudden cardiac death.

Cases of sudden cardiac death due to viral myocarditis are regularly observed and diagnosed in thousands of cases every year [50]. The exact mechanisms underlying these spontaneous, unforeseen events is still unclear up to this point, but are in focus of current research. Contraction of the heart is a complex and synchronized event, in which every component in cardiac conduction has to work correctly. Changes in cellular structure, cell-to-cell connection, homeostasis and membrane protein expression are just some possible explanations for sudden cardiac death in viral myocarditis. As discussed before, CVB3 is known to induce changes in the homeostasis and energy balance of cells. It also induces cellular stress and disrupts the calcium homeostasis. The effect of CVB3 on the expression and localization of membrane proteins is still incompletely understood. The fact that sudden cardiac death is a spontaneous event, changes in ion channel expression and distribution may serve as an explanation. In 2013, cardiac ion channels were put into focus of a scientific observation concerning CVB3 myocarditis for the first time.

The expression of ion channels responsible for the regular heartbeat, by generating the cardiac action potential in mice and men, was monitored by Steinke et al. in 2013. The cardiac action potential in ventricular myocytes, which are the cells most influenced by CVB3, is characterized by the currents INa, Ito, ICaL, IKr, IKs, and IK1, generated by several ion channels [51]. A study from 2011 suggested that CVB3 may be the cause of channelopathies in infected cardiac tissue, especially influencing the channels KCNQ1/KCNE1, hERG1 and Cav1.2 [52]. The voltage-gated potassium channel KCNQ1, mainly expressed in ventricular cardiac tissue, is the mediator of the delayed, slow rectifying K+ current and is crucial for repolarization of cardiac myocytes. KCNQ1 is terminating the cardiac action potential and thus responsible for correct cardiac conduction and contraction of myocytes. Coexpression with KCNE1, a regulatory subunit of KCNQ1, is modulating its activation and is normally increasing the current of KCNQ1. HERG1 or Kv11.1 is the α-subunit of the hERG channel (human Ether-à-Go-Go-Related Gene). This channel takes also part in the repolarization of myocytes in the heart and forms the rapid delayed rectifier current (IKr). The third ion channel modulated by CVB3 is Cav1.2, the α-1C subunit of the L-type calcium channel. The complete channel consists of the α-1, α-2 and β subunits in a ratio of 1:1:1 and is responsible for the L-type Ca2+ currents. These currents control the release of calcium from the ER or SR (sarcoplasmic reticulum) into the cytoplasm via ryanodine receptor 2. The L-type calcium current and the following release of calcium out of the SR mediate the cardiac contraction. The channels were studied in Xenopus laevis oocytes. The currents of KCNQ1/KCNE1 were elevated to around 125.5% in contrary to the currents of hERG1 and Cav1.2, which showed a decrease by around 59.1% and 83.4%. In comparison, other measured channels like Kv4.3, Kir 2.1-3 and Nav1.5 showed no significant changes in current generation, indicating that the effect of CVB3 seems to be specific to several cardiac channels. To verify this finding, GFP-tagged clones of the channels were injected into Xenopus laevis oocytes and analyzed for their localization. KCNQ1/KCNE1 showed an increased membrane abundance under the influence of CVB3. For hERG1 and Cav1.2, the fluorescence images showed a decreased membrane localization under CVB3 influence supporting the findings of the voltage clamp measurements [51].

Especially KCNQ1/KCNE1 plays an important role in the regulation of the cardiac action potential in stress situations and therefore is an interesting candidate in cases of sudden cardiac death associated with CVB3, which are triggered by stress conditions [53]. In a preliminary study of Seebohm et al. in 2008 it was shown that SGK1, the Serine/threonine-protein kinase-1, is responsible for the increase of the KCNQ1/KCNE1 membrane expression [54]. It was observed that CVB3 increases the expression of SGK1 in Xenopus laevis oocytes 1 day and 2 days and in mouse hearts 12 hours after injection. The upregulation of the
SGK1 pathway leading to increased membrane insertion of KCNQ1/KCNE1 explains the findings of the voltage clamp measurements where increased currents were monitored. The effect could be inhibited by a small molecule inhibitor of SGK1. Equal experiments were performed with parovirus B19, which showed no effect on the SGK1 expression and KCNQ1/KCNE1 localization, indicating that the manipulation of SGK1 may be unique to CVB3 or at least to the enterovirus genus. Coexpression of CVB3’s single non-structural proteins together with either KCNQ1/KCNE1, hERG1 or Cav1.2 revealed the proteins 2A, 2BC, 3A and 3B as main mediators for changes in ion-channel distribution. The effects of the single CVB3 proteins differ strongly concerning up-and downregulation, making it impossible to pinpoint one single protein as cause for channelopathy [54]. It is to assume that an interaction of several CVB3 proteins leads to the observed channelopathy in full scale CVB3 infections. (Fig 6) In 1998, Wessely et al. already observed myopathic effects on
the heart during CVB3 infections in mice. Alongside significant cell shortening, a decreased and disturbed excitation/contraction coupling was monitored, indicating that changes in ion channel distribution also lead to changes in physiological effects in cardiomyocytes [55]. Besides a significantly hyperpolarized resting membrane potential, no severe changes in the cardiac action potential were observed. The APD90 value was comparable in wt and in CVB3 infected mouse cardiomyocytes as well as the EAD and the heart rate of Langerhoff perfused hearts. All in all, it seems that the observed channelopathy does not have a striking influence on the cardiac function under resting condition [56]. However, it was not tested if β-adrenergic stress leads to stimulation of key ion channels ICaL and IKs and if stress conditions generate the arrhythmic substrate for potential lethal arrhythmias. The more it seems, that further mechanisms, like long-during cardiac inflammation and fibrosis due to myocardial apoptosis may be the main reasons for sudden cardiac death. Surely it remains still to investigate if channelopathies may promote cardiac death in stress situations or at least play a partial role under certain conditions. This has to be the task of upcoming studies.

**Conclusion**

Summarizing, Coxsackievirus B3 manipulates diverse host cell functions and structures by expression of several multi-functionally active proteins. These CVB3-protein functionalities include proteolytic, transcriptional and translational functions to reprogram host cell behavior like vesicle trafficking, calcium handling and cell survival pathways. Thus, CVB3 seizes the host cell to allow for controlled and efficient virus production enabling virus propagation.
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